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This paper analyzed the earth pressure, pore pressure, and surface settlement of the
Luoyang urban rail transit tunnel in a sandy gravel stratum (Henan Province, China) under
different burial depths by using field measurement methods. The results showed that the
earth pressure as well as pore pressure of the soil layer above the working surface
increased sharply and reached their maximum values when the cutter head of the shield
gradually crossed the working surface. During the completion of synchronous grouting,
the earth pressure and pore pressure increased slightly; when shield tunneling passed
through the working surface, the earth pressure is smaller than the original earth pressure
due to the unloading effect. The surface settlement curve above the tunnel took on a “V”
shape after the completion of the left-side tunnel excavation, conforming to the normal
distribution pattern. The surface settlement curve above the two tunnels took on a “W”

shape after the completion of the right-side tunnel excavation, which is in good agreement
with the proposed theoretical calculations. The findings of this study can help for better
understanding the control of safety risk during shield construction.
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1 INTRODUCTION

To improve increasingly congested road traffic, many cities in China have begun to build subways. In
a subway tunnel crossing project, reducing the disturbance to the ground during the construction
process is the key to ensuring the safety of the project. The shield construction method is typically
used to construct subway tunnels, but the impact of tunnel construction on the surface and
underground pipelines and other facilities is still inevitable. The self-stability of sandy gravel strata is
poor, so accidents easily occur as shield tunneling is excavated. The important impact of shield
tunnel construction on soil disturbance is the settlement caused by front excavation and the filling of
shield gaps. At the same time, the stability analysis of the excavation surface and the impact of the
shield tail grouting process are also very important. However, there are many difficulties in
constructing shield tunnels in sandy gravel strata. It is very important for the safety of
surrounding buildings and various facilities to grasp the law of the influence of the entire
construction process on soil disturbance (Bai and Li, 2013; Hamrouni et al., 2019; Bai et al., 2021a).

Many scholars have discussed the ground deformation and stability caused by shield tunnel
excavation. Peck (1969) assumed that when a tunnel is excavated under undrained conditions, it is
possible to use the volume of the tunnel settlement tank to quantify the amount of ground loss, and
the surface settlement curve was obtained which presents a normal distribution law. Shahin et al.
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(2011) accomplished a test study on the surface settlement and
earth pressure through a self-developed test device and clarified
the impact of the volume loss on the earth pressure by analyzing
the test results. Shi et al. (1933) proposed a theory based on the
classical Mindlin elastic theory and simulated the ground
settlement during a shield tunnel construction process.
Attewell and Farmer (1974) thought that the surface
settlement of the tunnel center can be approximated as a
parabolic function and obtained a formula for calculating the
surface settlement. Meguid et al. (2008) summarized the physical
models used in soft soil tunnel engineering research and analyzed
the advantages of each method. Mair et al. (1985) studied the
measured results obtained by tunnel shield excavation and used a
centrifugal model to describe the tunnel shield excavation
process. Finno and Clough (1985) used the plane strain
method to describe tunnel shield excavation, discussed the
changes in the ground stress and strain induced by tunnel
shield excavation, and discussed the shield machine cutter
head. Zhou and Pu (2002) established the interrelation
between the support stress and ground settlement and the
shape of the ground settlement by centrifugal model tests,
which showed that the ground settlement shape conformed to
a normal distribution.

Mi and Xiang (2020) suggested a model of tunnel stratum
failure considering seepage and compared the experimental
results. The calculation results showed that the pore pressure
distribution above the working surface was basically symmetrical.
Khalid et al. (2020) suggested a mathematical model for
predicting the balance performance of earth pressure and
verified the rationality of the theoretical model. Tsuno et al.
(2020) discussed the mechanical properties of a shield tunnel
segment lining through model tests, showing that the axial force
of the anchor decreased with an increase in the compression
failure. Compared with the cast-in-place reinforced concrete
lining, its deformation capacity is larger. The abovementioned
studies are all based on clay, silty clay, and sandy clay formations.
However, the high content of sandy gravel, large particle size,
large friction between particles, small plastic flow, and poor
mechanical properties of the gravel stratum seriously affect the
construction of shield tunnels. Previous studies on shield tunnel
construction in sandy gravel strata have mainly focused on cutter
head wear and TBM selection (Bai and Su, 2012; Thewes and
Hollmann, 2016; Zumsteg et al., 2016; Bai and Shi, 2017; Bai et al.,
2020). The deformation of sandy gravel stratum induced by shield
tunnel construction and the stability are less studied (Bai et al.,
2014; Khabbazi et al., 2019; Yang and Bai, 2019). In addition,
many discussions in recent years have indicated that the
temperatures of shield cutter heads are generally 40–50°C
under normal working conditions. However, as the mud cake
on a shield cutter head increases, the tunneling speed gradually
slows down, the torque of the shield cutter head increases
significantly, and the cutter head temperature can reach
400–500°C (Bai, 2006; Vinai et al., 2008; Bai et al., 2017; Bai
et al., 2019a; Tian et al., 2019). Moreover, the high temperature
application of the shield cutter head will increase the temperature
increment of the soil layer in contact with the excavation surface
(Ren et al., 2001; Bai and Li, 2009; Bai et al., 2016; Chen et al.,

2020). Thus, the moisture inside it will migrate under the action
of the temperature gradient, forming a water-heat coupling
phenomenon in a local area near the excavation surface (Gong
et al., 2019; Hu et al., 2020; Qing et al., 2020; Sohaei et al., 2020; Xu
et al., 2020; Xue et al., 2020). Many studies have shown that
changes in soil temperature and water flow greatly influence the
deformation characteristics (Bai et al., 2019b; Yan et al., 2020; Bai
et al., 2021b). At present, there is little research on the response of
shield tunneling in the transient process. Therefore, it is necessary
to discuss the earth pressure, pore pressure, and surface
deformation under different burial depths in sandy gravel
strata (Flessati and di Prisco, 2018; Zizka et al., 2019; Huang
et al., 2020).

Based on the first phase project of Luoyang Urban Rail
Transit Line 2 (Henan Province, China), this paper analyzed
the measuring results of the earth pressure, pore pressure, and
surface settlement at different buried depths in the sandy
gravel stratum during the tunnel shielding process. The
disturbance effect of shield tunneling on gravel layer
includes the factors such as stratum deformation, pore
pressure change, stress state characteristics, and the effect
of synchronous grouting. A theoretical model is proposed to
simulate the ground surface settlement above double-track
tunnel. This research can provide a scientific basis for
determining the safety of risk control within the scope of
shield construction.

2 MEASURING SCHEME AND RESULTS

Three typical sandy gravel stratum sections are selected as the
research objects in front of shield tunnel. Earth pressure/pore
pressure gauges (precision 0.1 kPa; Figures 1A,B) were used to
measure the changes in soil stress and pore pressure (Zhang et al.,
2016) at different measuring locations near the tunnel during the
tunneling process. A high-precision displacement gauge
(precision 0.1 mm; Figure 1C) was used to measure the
ground surface settlement during the tunneling process.

2.1 Pore Pressure
Figure 2 indicates the changes in pore pressure at different
positions along the tunnel construction direction with the
construction time. From the perspective of the construction
direction, for the measurement points located on both sides of
the tunnel, the shield tunnel is disturbed by the shield
construction, resulting in pore pressure (i.e., excess pore water
pressure). Figure 2 states clearly that the pore pressures at most of
the measurement points do not exceed 2.5 kPa; when the shield
construction stops, the pore pressure gradually dissipates over
time. In addition, the pore pressure at most measuring points
returns to the initial value. The above process is reflected in the
measurement points at different depths in the left and right
tunneling processes. The pore pressure located at the top of the
tunnel changes with the construction time in the same way as the
monitoring points at both ends of the tunnel. After being
disturbed by shield construction, pore pressure will be formed.
At the location of the measuring point, the pore pressure reaches
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its peak value. For example, the pore pressure of No. 5 was 28 kPa
at the burial depth of 16 m (Figure 2C), and the pore pressure of
No. 5 was 10.3 kPa at the burial depth of 13 m (Figure 2B).

Figure 3 shows the variation in pore pressure along the cross-
sectional direction with construction time, which reflects that the
pore pressure at the near shield at the same cross-sectional
position is significantly greater than that at the far shield, and
its influence decreases as the position of the shield machine
increases. This is due to the forward thrust squeeze and lateral
thrust pressurization when the shield machine is working. For
example, as the shield machine gradually enters the monitoring
point, the pore pressure of the monitoring point (e.g., near the
shield, No. 5) located at a depth of 16 m from the surface at the
same section changes significantly, reaching a peak value of
28.0 kPa at 32 h (Figure 3C), while the pore pressure of
monitoring point No. 11 at the same depth of 16 m on the
surface does not change much (Figure 3C). When the shield
machine continues to advance, the pore pressure at each
monitoring position will not completely dissipate. This is
caused by the existence of grouting pressure. The slurry
gradually disappears after reaching a certain strength and
finally stabilizes.

With the decrease in the distance from the shield machine, the
pore pressure increases, and the pore pressure monitoring curve
appears as a double hump due to the influence of simultaneous
grouting and secondary grouting (Zumsteg et al., 2016). When
the shield machine pushes past the measuring point, the pore
pressure cannot completely dissipate due to the grouting

pressure. Then, the pore pressure disappears after the grouting
body reaches a certain strength.

2.2 Earth Pressure
Figures 4, 5 show the distribution characteristics of the earth
pressure induced by the advancement of the shield at different
positions. From the perspective of the construction direction, the
earth pressure in front of the tunnel increases due to the shield
machine driving forward, and the effect of synchronous grouting
construction after the shield machine passes on the earth pressure
around the tunnel is also obvious. As a result, the earth pressure
above the tunnel significantly increases, and as the shield machine
is unloaded by force, the earth pressure decreases significantly
and finally stabilizes as the grouting body solidifies. Observing the
change in the earth pressure with the construction time, it can be
found that the soil layer in front of the tunnel increases due to the
compression of the soil during the advancing process of the
tunnel. The scope of influence is approximately 6 m in front of the
shield machine according to the maximum value obtained from
the measurement results.

As the shield machine is constructed in the left-side tunnel, its
impact on the earth pressure imposed on the left-side tunnel is
more obvious. However, when the shield machine is constructed
in the right-side tunnel, its impact on the earth pressure is small.
The influence of machine advancement on the earth pressure
near the shield is significantly greater than that at the far shield,
and the influence on pore pressure is similar. For the soil between
the two tunnels, due to the impact of shield construction, the

FIGURE 1 | Layout of measuring points (unit: m): (A) pore pressure and earth pressure in plane, (B) pore pressure and earth pressure in depth, and (C) soil layer
settlement.
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earth pressure within 14 m from the ground surface has a
different increase in earth pressure. The increase rate increases
with the increase of distance from the ground depth. For the soil

layer below 14 m away from the ground surface, the stress
redistributes due to the soil disturbance of the tunnel shield
excavation. Therefore, the earth pressure of the soil below 14 m
from the ground surface decreases.

FIGURE 2 | Pore pressure with construction time along the direction of
tunnel at different burial depths: (A) 10 m, (B) 13 m, and (C) 16 m.

FIGURE 3 | Pore pressure with construction time perpendicular to
tunnel direction at different burial depths: (A) 10 m, (B) 13 m, and (C) 16 m.
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During synchronous grouting, the earth pressures reached
their maximum. When synchronous grouting was completed, the
earth pressure dropped to a minimum; during the assembly
process of the next segment, the earth pressures repeated the

abovementioned process of sharp “shoot up-fall back,” but the
earth pressure was slightly lesser than the previous process. The
earth pressure tends to be stable until the shield machine is far
away from the monitoring position (Bai et al., 2020).

2.3 Ground Settlement
Figure 6 displays the settlement during the tunneling of the shield
tunnel. In Figure 6, the negative value indicates settlement and
the positive value represents uplift. Figure 6 indicates that the
excavation of the shield machine not only leads to ground
settlement directly above the tunnel but also leads to the
settlement of the soil within a certain range on both sides of
the tunnel axis. Figure 6A also indicates that the settlement
curves at different positions of the shield cutter head distance are
roughly similar, and the maximum settlement deformation
occurs at the location of the tunnel central axis. When the
shield cutter head is 40 m away from the section, the
settlement deformation at the central axis of the tunnel
reaches a maximum value of 14.5 mm (Figure 6A). The soil

FIGURE 4 | Earth pressure with construction time along the direction of
tunnel at different burial depths: (A) 6 m, (B) 8 m, and (C) 10 m.

FIGURE 5 | Earth pressure on both sides of the tunnel with construction
time: (A) left side and (B) right side.
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within 10 m on each side of the tunnel axis also experienced
obvious settlement, and at first, its settlement increased with the
distance of the shield machine cutter head away from the set
monitoring section and then gradually stabilized.

When the shield machine gradually passes through and leaves
monitoring section D2, the settlement at the tunnel center is still
the most obvious (Figure 6B). As the shield machine gradually
approaches the monitoring section, the soil in front of the shield
is squeezed and deformed due to the excavation pressure, causing
a slight uplift of the surface. When the shield machine traverses
the monitoring section, the settlement deformation of the ground
surface is small. This is because the soil above the tunnel moves
downwards and backwards due to the insufficient support
provided by the tunnel excavation, resulting in the previous
uplift, and gradually descends and returns to the ground
surface with a slight settlement. As the shield machine
gradually moved from the measuring section, the soil at the
center axis of the tunnel gradually increased due to the settlement
that occurred after the shield body broke out, rebounded due to
the grouting behind the wall and finally stabilized. Similarly, the
soil within 10 m on each side of the tunnel axis also undergoes

FIGURE 6 | Surface settlement curves of the three sections: (A) D1, (B)
D2, and (C) D3.

FIGURE 7 | Settlement curve perpendicular to tunnel direction at
different sections: (A) D2 and (B) D3
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obvious settlement, and its settlement deformation first increases
with the distance of the shield machine cutter head away from the
set monitoring section and then gradually stabilizes. Comparing
Figure 6B with Figure 6C, it can be found that when the shield
machine gradually passes through and drives away from the
monitoring section, the soil settles within a certain scope between
the tunnel center and the two sides of the tunnel axis. The
deformation law is similar to that of the D2 monitoring
section. When the shield cutter head distance is −20 m from
the monitoring section, the ground surface has a small settlement,
and the maximum settlement at the central axis is 0.46 mm; when
the shield cutter head distance is −10 m, the soil in front of the
shield is subject to excavation. The pressure is squeezed and
deformed to the surroundings, causing a slight uplift of the
ground surface, which reduces the settlement at the central
axis position to 0.2 mm. When the shield cutter head crosses
and moves away from the monitoring section, the ground surface
above the monitoring section undergoes significant subsidence.
When the distance between the disc and the measuring section is
30 m, the surface settlement has stabilized, and the maximum
surface settlement at the center of the tunnel is 14.8 mm.

3 DISCUSSION

3.1 Settlement Shape
The characteristics of the D2 and D3 cross-section settlement
tanks are analyzed below. The ground surface settlement of the
double-side tunnel is presented in Figure 7 after the completion
of excavation construction of the right-side tunnel. Figure 7
shows that when the left-side tunnel is excavated, the settlement
curve of the ground above the left-side tunnel has a “V” shape.
For sections D2 and D3 (the left-side tunnel), the soil surface
above the centerline has the largest settlement, at 9.17 and
14.84 mm, respectively. After the completion of the right-side
tunnel excavation, the ground settlement curve of the surface
above the two-side tunnel is W-shaped. After the excavation of
the right tunnel is completed, the maximum ground settlement of
the soil surface above the centerline of the left tunnel increases
from 9.2 to 9.6 mm. On the other hand, the maximum ground
settlement above the centerline of the right tunnel is 12.8 mm. For
section D3, the maximum ground settlement above the centerline
of the left tunnel increases from 14.8 to 16.7 mm, and the
maximum ground settlement above the centerline is 14.0 mm.
Figure 7 also shows that the soil on the right side of the left-side
tunnel is greatly influenced by the left-side tunnel construction,
and different amplitudes of subsidence occur within a certain
range of influence. The tunnel excavation has little impact on
subsidence, indicating that the construction scope of the right-
line tunnel is within the area affected by the construction of the
left-side tunnel.

A calculation model based on the superposition principle
(Suwansawat and Einstein, 2007; Zhou et al., 2021) is
proposed to predict the ground settlement of the double-track
tunnel, namely,

S(x) � Smaxf exp⎡⎣ − (x + 0.5L)2
−2i2f

⎤⎦ + Smaxl exp[ − (x + 0.5L)2
−2i2l

]
� πR2ηf
if

���
2π

√ exp⎡⎣(x + 0.5L)2
−2i2f

⎤⎦ + πR2ηl
il

���
2π

√ exp[(x + 0.5L)2
−2i2l

],
(1)

where x is the transverse horizontal distance from the center line
of the double-track tunnel, S(x) is the land subsidence at position
x, Smaxf and Smaxl are the maximum ground settlement of the first
left-line tunnel and the second right-line tunnel, respectively, L is
the distance between the axes of the double-line tunnel, if and il
are the width coefficients of cross-section settlement tank for the
first left-line tunnel and the second right-line tunnel, respectively,
R is the excavation radius of the tunnel, ηf and ηl are the strata
volume loss rate of the first left-line tunnel and the second right-
line tunnel, respectively.

Figure 7 gives the comparison between the calculated results
by using Eq. 1 and the measured results, and the selected
calculation parameters are shown in Table 1. The comparison
results show that Eq. 1 can well predict the ground surface
settlement of the double-track tunnel. Due to the first tunnel
construction produces strata disturbance, which affects the later
tunnel, the strata volume loss rate of the two tunnels is different,
namely, ηl � αηf. Hence, the settlement curve changes from
V-shaped to W-shaped with the increase of tunnel spacing
(L), which is similar to the previous studies (Suwansawat and
Einstein, 2007; Zhou et al., 2021).

When the settlement in the center of the double-track tunnel
(i.e., x � 0) is greater than or equal to min {Smaxf , Smaxl}, the
settlement curve presents a V-shaped distribution; otherwise, the
settlement curve presents a W-shaped distribution. Thus,
according to Eq. 1, the distribution shapes of settlement
curves corresponding to double-line tunnels with different
spacing (L) can be obtained. That is, when
L≤

������������−8 ln(1/1 + α)i√
, the ground surface settlement curve of

double-track tunnel construction is V-shaped; when
L>

������������−8 ln(1/1 + α)i√
, the ground surface settlement curve of

double-track tunnel construction is W-shaped. From Table 1,
the D2 section monitored in this paper α � 1.32 > 1, the
settlement of the first left-line tunnel is smaller than that of
the second right-line tunnel, and L � 14>

������������−8 ln(1/1 + α)i√
.

Hence, the ground surface settlement curve of the D2 section
presents a W-shaped distribution. The D3 section α � 0.91<1, the
settlement of the first left-line tunnel is greater than that of the
second right-line tunnel, and L � 14>

������������−8 ln(1/1 + α)i√
, so the

ground surface settlement curve of the D3 section presents a
W-shaped distribution.

TABLE 1 | The selected calculation parameters for the double-track tunnel.

Section L (m) if (m) ηf (%) il (m) ηl (%)

D2 14 3.31 2.93 3.52 3.86
D3 14 3.02 4.63 3.38 4.22
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3.2 Variation in Surface Settlement
Figure 8 clearly shows the variation curve of the ground
surface settlement with the excavation of the tunnel. When
the shield cutter head is digging to the front of the operation, a
slight uplift appears on the surface of the soil, and the range of
the uplift is 15 m in front of the operation. When the shield
machine gradually pulls out and moves away from the working
surface, the settlement of the soil above the working surface
gradually increases as the distance between the shield machine
and the working surface increases. When the distance reaches
20 m, the settlement of the ground surface reaches 9.2 mm,
which means that the synchronous grouting effect is poor and
cannot fully control the deformation of the stratum. With the
effect of the slurry, the soil above the working surface
rebounded to a certain extent and finally stabilized.

When the shield cutter head was digging to the front of the
operation, the ground surface above the operation surface did
not bulge, but a small amount of subsidence occurred
(Figure 8B). After the machine is gradually pulled out and
away from the working surface, the settlement of the soil above
the working surface gradually increases. When the distance
between the machine and working surface reaches 15 m, the
ground surface settlement reaches a maximum of 16.1 mm.
This stage is consistent with the settlement on the left line. It
also shows that the effect of synchronous grouting is poor and
cannot fully control the deformation of the ground. At the
same time, with the effect of grouting behind the wall, the
settlement of the soil above the working surface rebounds and
finally becomes steady.

When the shield cutter head was digging to approximately
25 m before the operation front, the soil surface above the
operation surface had a slight settlement (Figure 8C). When
the shield cutter head was digging to the operation front at

approximately 15 m, there was slight uplift on the surface
above the working surface. The uplift range is approximately
10 m in front of the excavation surface with the advance of
construction. When the shield machine gradually exits the
working surface, the ground surface above the working surface
merges. The synchronous grouting effect is better and has the
effect of controlling the deformation of the ground. When
the shield machine comes out and gradually moves away from
the working surface, the settlement of the surface above the
working surface also gradually increases. When the shield
machine exited the working surface by approximately 10 m,
the ground subsided significantly to 14.0 mm and finally
stabilized.

4 CONCLUSION

As the shield cutter head gradually approached the working
surface, the earth pressure and pore pressure above the
working surface increased sharply and then reached their
maximum values. When the shield tunnel crossed the working
surface, due to the unloading of the soil, the earth pressure is
smaller than the original earth pressure, gradually.

In the soil layer on both sides of the tunnel, the earth pressure
and pore pressure are obviously lower than the soil at the center.
The time when the earth pressure and pore pressure reached the
peak is later than the time when the shield machine passed the
working surface.

With the excavation of the left-side tunnel completed, the
ground surface settlement curve above the left-line tunnel took on
a “V” shape, which conforms to the normal distribution pattern.
As the right-line tunnel was excavated, the surface settlement
curve above the two tunnels had a “W” shape, which is in good
agreement with the theoretical prediction.
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